Get Cozy and Comfortable

We invite you to browse our ancillary products of seating, tables, lighting, rugs, storage, acoustic solutions, and accessory collections. Together, they provide all the furnishings you need to bring warmth and comfort to any space, indoors or out. See what’s inside—and get inspired.
Lounge Chairs
Archibald* | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Jean-Marie Massaud

LC2* | HC - Cassina
By Le Corbusier, Jeanneret, Perriand

LC3 | HC - Cassina
By Le Corbusier, Jeanneret, Perriand

Poppy | Haworth
By Patricia Urquiola & Haworth Design Studio

Poppy | Haworth
By Patricia Urquiola & Haworth Design Studio

Basket 011 | HC - Cappellini
By Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec

Elan | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison

Harbor Work Lounge* | Haworth
By Nicolai Czumaj-Bront

Wanders’ Tulip | HC - Cappellini
By Marcel Wanders

*Ottoman available
Orla | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison

GranTorino HB | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Jean-Marie Massaud

Capo* | HC - Cappellini
By Doshi Levien

Auckland* | HC - Cassina
By Jean-Marie Massaud

Brooklyn | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Jean-Marie Massaud

Vanity Fair* | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Renzo Frau

Cassiopea* | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Lievore, Altherr, Molina

Quinta | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie
BuzziCane | HC - BuzziSpace
By Wiebe Boonstra and Marc van Nederpelt

BuzziNordic ST100* | HC - BuzziSpace
By Staffan Thomsen

BuzziNordic ST200 | HC - BuzziSpace
By Staffan Thomsen

BuzziMe*† | HC - BuzziSpace
By Axel Enthoven

Bandas Space | HC - GAN
By Patricia Urquiola

Gigi II | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

Riverbend | Haworth
By Fletcher Vaughan

ToDo* | Haworth
By CSD Studio
Ottomans and Poufs
Cassiopea | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Lievore, Altherr, Molina

Mangas Original | HC - GAN
By Patricia Urquiola

Massimosistema | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Poltrona Frau R. & D.

Pebble | Haworth
By Fletcher Vaughan

Bandas Space | HC - GAN
By Patricia Urquiola

BuzziPouf‡ | HC - BuzziSpace
By BuzziSpace Studio

Mangas Space | HC - GAN
By Patricia Urquiola

BuzziSpot‡ | HC - BuzziSpace
By BuzziSpace Studio

Openest Chick Pouf | Haworth
By Patricia Urquiola

‡ Acoustic performance
‡ Acoustic performance
Harbor Work Lounge | Haworth
By Nicolai Czumaj-Bront

BuzziBalance™ | HC - BuzziSpace
By 13&9 Design

BuzziCube™ | HC - BuzziSpace
By BuzziSpace Studio

BuzziMe™ | HC - BuzziSpace
By Axel Enthoven

BuzziNordic ST100 | HC - BuzziSpace
By Staffan Thamasen

BuzziPuzzle™ | HC - BuzziSpace
By BuzziSpace Studio

Hello Mini Mobile | Haworth
By CSD Studio

Quadra | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Pierluigi Cerri

Slant | HC - JANUS et Cie
By Janice Feldman
Sofas
Quadra* | HC - Poltrona Frau  
By Pierluigi Cerri

BuzziNordic ST200 | HC - BuzziSpace  
By Staffan Thomasen

ToDo* | Haworth  
By CSD Studio

Hello | Haworth  
By CSD Studio

q_bic | Haworth Collection  
By Markus Denstädt

BuzziNordic ST100 | HC - BuzziSpace  
By Staffan Thomasen

m_sit | Haworth Collection  
By Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

BuzziCane | HC - BuzziSpace  
By Wiebe Boonstra and Marc van Nederpelt

Quinta | HC - JANUS et Cie  
By JANUS et Cie
Modular

Riverbend Lounge
Haworth
By Fletcher Vaughan

Cassiopea* | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Lievore, Altherr, Molina

Gambetta | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison

Kennedee* | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Jean-Marie Massaud

Hobo | HC - Cappellini
By Tina Bunyaprasit & Werner Aisslinger

SEE! | HC - JANUS et Cie
By Michael Vanderbyl

Massimosistema* | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Poltrona Frau R. & D.

LTB | Haworth Collection
By Catherine Le Téo and Thierry Blet

SE04 | Haworth Collection
By José Serrano

*Ottoman available
Quadra® | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Pierluigi Cerri
Benches
Hobo | HC - Cappellini
By Tina Bunyaprasit & Werner Aisslinger

Shetland | Haworth Collection
By Haworth Design Studio

Quinta | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

SEE! | HC - JANUS et Cie
By Michael Vanderbyl
Guest and Side Chairs
Tate® | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison

Tate Color® | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison

Juli 09 | HC - Cappellini
By Werner Aisslinger

Downtown | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Jean-Marie Massaud

Cap Chair 2 | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison

Chancellor | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Lievore, Altherr, Molina

Montera® | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Roberto Lazzeroni

Poppy | Haworth
By Patricia Urquiola

Poppy | Haworth
By Patricia Urquiola
X99 Guest™ | Haworth
By Haworth Germany

Composites™ | Haworth
By CSD Studio

Forenze | Haworth
By CSD Studio

Very Side™ | Haworth
By Michael Welsh & Nicolai Czumaj-Bront

Very Wire™ | Haworth
By Michael Welsh & Nicolai Czumaj-Bront

Zody Guest™ | Haworth
By ITO Design

Improv™ | Haworth
By Tom Edwards

Hello | Haworth
By CSD Studio

Guest and Side Chairs | HAWORTH
Conference and Meeting Chairs
Café and Dining Chairs
Café and Dining Tables
Café and Dining Tables

Bac | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison

Bac | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison

JANUScafé - Demi-Sec Base
HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

JANUScafé - Grappa Base
HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

Planes X Base | Haworth
By Nicolai Czumaj-Bront & Daniel Figueroa

Jive Disc Base | Haworth
Haworth Design Studio

BuzziPicNic | HC - BuzziSpace
By Alain Gilles

LC6 | HC - Cassina
By Le Corbusier, Jeanneret, Perriand

LC15 | HC - Cassina
By Le Corbusier, Jeanneret, Perriand
Mesa Due | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Lella and Massimo Vignelli

BuzziHub Table | HC - BuzziSpace
By Alain Gilles
Occasional and Side Tables
Collaborate | Haworth Collection
By Stanley Felderman & Nancy Keatinge

Gong | HC - Cappellini
By Giulio Cappellini

Bong | HC - Cappellini
By Giulio Cappellini

Openest Sprig | Haworth
By Patricia Urquiola

Geometrie | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Poltrona Frau R. & D

Cannot | HC - Cappellini
By Michela Catalano and Ilaria Marelli

Torei | HC - Cassina
By Luca Nichetto

BuzziMilk | HC - BuzziSpace
By Alain Gilles

Pip Personal Laptop Table | Haworth
By Patricia Urquiola
Jive X Base | Haworth
Haworth Design Studio

GranTorino HB | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Jean-Marie Massaud

Smoke | HC - Cappellini
By Marcel Wanders

BuzziNordic ST400 | HC - BuzziSpace
By Staffan Thomasen

Cassiopea | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Lievore, Althern, Molina

Fronzoni ‘64 | HC - Cappellini
By A.G. Fronzoni

LC10-P | HC - Cassina
By Le Corbusier, Jeanneret, Perriand

m_sit | Haworth Collection
By Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

q_bic | Haworth Collection
By Markus Denstädt
q_bic | Haworth Collection
By Markus Denstädt

Tate | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

Atwell | Haworth
By Arne Dassen

Improv | Haworth
By Tom Edwards

BuzziHub Table | HC - BuzziSpace
By Alain Gilles

Planes Disc Base | Haworth
By Nicolai Czumaj-Bront & Daniel Figueroa
Conference and Meeting Tables
Immerse Single | Haworth
By Haworth Design Studio & Patricia Urquiola

Immerse Overlap | Haworth
By Haworth Design Studio & Patricia Urquiola

Immerse Shift | Haworth
By Haworth Design Studio & Patricia Urquiola

Immerse Stack | Haworth
By Haworth Design Studio & Patricia Urquiola

Planes Conference | Haworth
By Dan West

Planes Column Base | Haworth
By Dan West

Jive - Bridge | Haworth
Haworth Design Studio

BuzziPicNic | HC - BuzziSpace
By Alain Gilles

Bac | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison
LC15 | HC - Cassina
By Le Corbusier, Jeanneret, Perriand

LC6 | HC - Cassina
By Le Corbusier, Jeanneret, Perriand

Mesa Due | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Lella and Massimo Vignelli

Suite Fixed Height X-Base Table
Haworth
By Steffen Lipsky

Suite Height-Adjustable Symmetrical Conference Table | Haworth
By Steffen Lipsky

Suite Height-Adjustable Asymmetrical Conference Table | Haworth
By Steffen Lipsky

Bay | Haworth Collection
By Castelli Design Studio

Bay | Haworth Collection
By Castelli Design Studio

Bay | Haworth Collection
By Castelli Design Studio
Immerse Ledge | Haworth
By Haworth Design Studio & Patricia Urquiola

PopUp | Haworth
By Steffen Lipsky

Hoop | Haworth
By Ralph Reddig

BuzziHub Table | HC - BuzziSpace
By Alain Gilles

LC10-P | HC - Cassina
By Le Corbusier, Jeanneret, Perriand

Fronzoni ‘64 | HC - Cappellini
By A.G. Fronzoni
Stools
Hi Pad | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison

Ribbon | HC - Cappellini
By Nendo

Paperclip | Haworth Collection
By Haworth Design Studio

Tate High Back | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison

Tate Low Back | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison

Tate Color High Back | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison

Tate Color Low Back | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison

Maari High Back | Haworth
By Patricia Urquiola

Maari High Back | Haworth
By Patricia Urquiola
Maari Low Back | Haworth
By Patricia Urquiola

Maari Low Back | Haworth
By Patricia Urquiola

Gigi II | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

Morrison Stool | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison

Alodia | HC - Cappellini
By Todd Bracher

Very Side | Haworth
By Michael Welsh & Nicolai Czumaj-Bront

Very Wire | Haworth
By Michael Welsh & Nicolai Czumaj-Bront

Tate | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

Forest High Back | HC - JANUS et Cie
By Robby & Francesca Cantarutti

† Stacking
Forest Low Back | HC - JANUS et Cie
By Robby & Francesca Cantarutti

Daddy Longlegs | HC - Cappellini
By Martin Solem

Quinta | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

Quinta | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

Tilt | Haworth
By Nicolai Czumaj-Bront

BuzziMilk | HC - BuzziSpace
By Alain Gilles

Hello | Haworth
By CSD Studios

Composites | Haworth
By CSD Studios

Improv | Haworth
By Steve Nemeth
Fern Task | Haworth
By Haworth Design Studio & ITO Design

Very Conference | Haworth
By Haworth Design Studio

Very Task | Haworth
By Haworth Design Studio

Zody Task | Haworth
By Haworth Design Studio
Lighting
Floor

Lana | HC - Pablo Designs
By Pablo Studio

Circa | HC - Pablo Designs
By Pablo Studio

Clamp | HC - Pablo Designs
By Dana Cannam

Contour | HC - Pablo Designs
By Pablo Studio

LIM | HC - Pablo Designs
By Ralph Reddig & Pablo Pardo

Superlight | HC - Pablo Designs
By Peter Stathis & Matthew Boyko

Tube Top | HC - Pablo Designs
By Peter Stathis

Brazo | HC - Pablo Designs
By Ralph Reddig & Pablo Pardo
Pendant

Belmont | HC - Pablo Designs
By Brad Ascalon

Bola Disc | HC - Pablo Designs
By Pablo Studio

Bola Felt | HC - Pablo Designs
By Pablo Studio

Cielo | HC - Pablo Designs
By Pablo Studio

Cielo XL | HC - Pablo Designs
By Pablo Studio

Circa | HC - Pablo Designs
By Pablo Studio

Grid | HC - Pablo Designs
By Pablo Studio

Solis Drum | HC - Pablo Designs
By Pablo Studio & Carmine Deganello

Swell | HC - Pablo Designs
By Pablo Studio

‡ Acoustic performance
**Basics**

- **BuzziBell** | HC - BuzziSpace
  By Chris Hardy

- **BuzziHat** | HC - BuzziSpace
  By Alain Gilles

- **BuzziJet** | HC - BuzziSpace
  By BuzziSpace Studio

- **BuzziLight Mono** | HC - BuzziSpace
  By Sas Adriaenssens

- **BuzziMoon** | HC - BuzziSpace
  By BuzziSpace Studio

- **BuzziPleat LED** | HC - BuzziSpace
  By 13&9 Design

- **BuzziProp LED** | HC - BuzziSpace
  By BuzziSpace Studio

- **BuzziShade** | HC - BuzziSpace
  By Stal Collectief
Table

Pixo | HC - Pablo Designs  
By Fernando Pardo & Pablo Pardo

Circa | HC - Pablo Designs  
By Pablo Studio

Clamp | HC - Pablo Designs  
By Dana Cannam

Contour | HC - Pablo Designs  
By Pablo Studio

UMA | HC - Pablo Designs  
By Pablo Pardo & Carmine Deganello

Giraffa | HC - Pablo Designs  
By John August

Lana | HC - Pablo Designs  
By Pablo Studio

LIM | HC - Pablo Designs  
By Ralph Reddig & Pablo Pardo

LIM360 | HC - Pablo Designs  
By Pablo Studio
**Superlight | HC - Pablo Designs**  
By Peter Stathis & Matthew Boyko

**Tube Top | HC - Pablo Designs**  
By Peter Stathis

**Corner Office | HC - Pablo Designs**  
By Peter Stathis & Michael McCoy

**Brazo | HC - Pablo Designs**  
By Ralph Reddig & Pablo Pardo
Rugs
Hand Knotted Degradé | HC - GAN
By Patricia Urquiola

Diagonales | HC - GAN
By Patricia Urquiola
Pillows

JANUS Pillows | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

Chairs

Forest | HC - JANUS et Cie
By Robby & Francesca Cantarutti

Strauss† | HC - JANUS et Cie
By ARCHIRIVOLTO

Gigi II | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

Quinta | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

Quinta | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

Slant* | HC - JANUS et Cie
By Janice Feldman

*Ottoman available  † Stacking
Lounge Chairs

*Strauss* | HC - JANUS et Cie
By ARCHIRIVOLTO

*Forest* | HC - JANUS et Cie
By Robby & Francesca Cantarutti

*Tate* | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

*Gigi II* | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

*Quinta* | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

*SEE!* | HC - JANUS et Cie
By Michael Vanderbyl

*SEE!* | HC - JANUS et Cie
By Michael Vanderbyl

*SEE!* | HC - JANUS et Cie
By Michael Vanderbyl

*Ottoman available  † Stacking*
Sofas
Stools

Forest High Back | HC - JANUS et Cie
By Robby & Francesca Cantarutti

Forest Low Back | HC - JANUS et Cie
By Robby & Francesca Cantarutti

Gigi II | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

Quinta | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

Quinta | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

Tate | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

Tate | HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie
Umbrellas

JANUS Titan - Tilt Umbrella
HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

JANUS Titan - Telescope Umbrella
HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie

JANUS Titan - Café Umbrella
HC - JANUS et Cie
By JANUS et Cie
Desks
C.E.O. Cube | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Lella and Massimo Vignelli

C.E.O. Cube | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Lella and Massimo Vignelli

Reside Desk | Haworth
By Andreas Struppler

Suite Fixed-Height Ribbon Base
Haworth
By Steffen Lipsky
Office Chairs
Office

Fern Task | Haworth
By Haworth Design Studio & ITO Design

Zody Task | Haworth
By Michael Welsh & ITO Design

Very Task | Haworth
By Michael Welsh

Soji Task | Haworth
By Arne Dassen

Lotus | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison

Improv H.E. | Haworth
By Steve Nemeth

Executive

Downtown | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Jean-Marie Massaud

Lotus | HC - Cappellini
By Jasper Morrison

Fern Executive | Haworth
By Haworth Design Studio & ITO Design
Zody Executive | Haworth
By Michael Welsh & ITO Design

Very Executive | Haworth
By Michael Welsh

Monaco | Haworth
Haworth Design Studio

Chancellor | HC - Poltrona Frau
By Lievore, Altherr, Molina

s_con | Haworth Collection
By Christian Lepper & Roland Schmidt
 & Uwe Sommerlade
Storage
Bookcases

NC-B Resonate | Haworth Collection
By Nicolai Czumaj-Bront

Cloud | HC - Cappellini
By Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec

LTB | Haworth Collection
By Catherine Le Téo and Thierry Blet

Storage

X Series Recycling Station | Haworth
By Steffen Lipsky

Patterns Architectural | Haworth
By Studio & Partners & Bob Wayner & Haworth Design Studio

X Series Lockers | Haworth
By Steffen Lipsky

Credenzas

Luxor | HC - Cappellini
By Giulio Cappellini

Beside | Haworth
By Haworth Design Studio

Suite Personal Storage Credenza
Haworth
By Steffen Lipsky

Storage | HAWORTH
Planes Credenza | Haworth  
By Dan West

A Series | Haworth  
By Steffen Lipsky
Training Tables
**Planes Training | Haworth**  
By Nicolai Czumaj-Bront & Dan West

**Planes Y-Leg | Haworth**  
By Nicolai Czumaj-Bront & Dan West

**Jive T-Leg | Haworth**  
Haworth Design Studio

**Jive - Post Base | Haworth**  
Haworth Design Studio

**Jive C-Leg | Haworth**  
Haworth Design Studio

**Reside Collaborative | Haworth**  
By Andreas Struppler

**Swivel | Haworth**  
Haworth Design Studio

**Immerse Ledge | Haworth**  
By Haworth Design Studio & Patricia Urquiola

**PopUp | Haworth**  
By Steffen Lipsky
Screens and Acoustic Solutions
Desk Screens

Belong Privacy Screens | Haworth
By Ralph Reddig & Bob Wayner

BuzziFrontDesk† | HC - BuzziSpace
By BuzziSpace Studio

BuzziDesk† | HC - BuzziSpace
By Sas Adriaenssens

BuzziDesk FlipFlop† | HC - BuzziSpace
By Alain Gilles

Floor Screens and Room Dividers

Adamick | Haworth Collection
By Chris Adamick

Openest Plume | Haworth
By Patricia Urquioala

BuzziZone† | HC - BuzziSpace
By Sas Adriaenssens

† Acoustic performance
BuzziFalls ‡ | HC - BuzziSpace
By Sas Adriaenssens

BuzziFalls Standing ‡ | HC - BuzziSpace
By Sas Adriaenssens

BuzziFrio ‡ | HC - BuzziSpace
By BuzziSpace Design Team

BuzziFree ‡ | HC - BuzziSpace
By BuzziSpace Studio

BuzziCactus ‡ | HC - BuzziSpace
By BuzziSpace Studio

BuzziPlant ‡ | HC - BuzziSpace
By Anthony Duffeleer

BuzziBlinds ‡ | HC - BuzziSpace
By Alain Gilles

BuzziScreen Mix ‡ | HC - BuzziSpace
By Sas Adriaenssens

BuzziTotem ‡ | HC - BuzziSpace
By BuzziSpace Studio

‡ Acoustic performance
Ceiling Suspended and/or Wall Mounted

- **BuzziZepp** | HC - BuzziSpace
  By Alain Gilles and BuzziSpace Studio

- **BuzziDonut** | HC - BuzziSpace
  By BuzziSpace Studio

- **BuzziPleat** | HC - BuzziSpace
  By 13&9 Design

- **BuzziHood** | HC - BuzziSpace
  By Alain Gilles

- **BuzziSkin Printed** | HC - BuzziSpace
  By Sas Adriaenssens
Booths
BuzziBooth™ | HC - BuzziSpace
By Alain Gilles

BuzziHub™ | HC - BuzziSpace
By Alain Gilles

BuzziVille Hub™ | HC - BuzziSpace
By Alain Gilles

Riverbend High Back Lounge
Haworth
By Fletcher Vaughan

‡ Acoustic performance